3 books have been written attempting to analyze and explain this phenomenon. 9 The Apollo years of 1968-72 coincided with rise of the modern environmental movement and also with the run-up to the UN Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm, the first "Earth Summit,"
providing a context in which the two were likely to be linked.
At the same time it has to be recognized that the first whole Earth photographs did not, as it were, drop out of a clear blue sky. There had been a period when number of thinkers had been dissatisfied with the divided understanding of the Earth's dynamic processes produced by the separate scientific disciplines. As Worster writes:
The view of the Earth as organism was an old one, going back into prehistoric cultures, but it was reborn in the modern age, and ironically the image of an ailing but ancient organic planet came from the highly polished lens of a mechanical camera carried aloft in a mechanical spaceship. 10 In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, individual investigators with unusual powers of vision had conceptualized the Earth as an integrated whole. "The field of the Geologist's inquiry is the Globe itself," declared the British geologist William Buckland (1784-1856). 11 Reading
Alexander von Humboldt's encyclopedic work of natural history Cosmos (1845-58), Laura Dassow Wild comments: "In mind's eye, Humboldt saw Earth as Sagan's generation learned to see it: a blue globe above, alone, an astonishment in the black abyss of space." Humboldt's original title had been Gaia. 12 In the late nineteenth century the Swiss biologist Eduard Suess, in coining the term "biosphere," imagined gazing from space at "the face of the Earth." Alexander Vernadsky, popularizing the term in the 1920s, also imagined studying the Earth from space as "a harmonious integration of parts that must be studied as an indivisible mechanism." 13 The work of Suess and Vernadsky helped bring into being a compound field of science known for a time as "biogeochemistry," which resurfaced in the work of James Lovelock in the 1960s and 1970s.
Lovelock formulated the Gaia hypothesis, that the Earth as a whole behaved as a self-regulating entity, after conceptualizing the Earth from the outside, and felt that the Apollo pictures when they arrived confirmed and deepened his view. 14 While they might rhetorically have resembled long-standing organic philosophies, all of these interpretations of the dynamic workings of the planet were based on interdisciplinary investigations that challenged the distinction between the life and the non-life sciences.
In the postwar decades, there appeared for the first time planetary-scale research to match these planetary-scale hypotheses, thanks to the military research programs of the Cold War. The
Pentagon had declared in 1961: "[the] environment in which the Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps will operate covers the entire globe and extends from the depths of the ocean to the far reaches of interplanetary space." 15 These programs supported not only surveillance-driven space exploration programs but also a huge growth in what have since become known as the Earth sciences. The environmental sciences and even environmentalism were the beneficiaries of these programs long before the apparent windfall of the whole Earth photographs, which were the product of the Cold War space race. As Michael Aaron Dennis puts it: "going about the task of understanding how to destroy the enemy, the Earth sciences produced a new picture of the Earth and its complexities." 16 Joseph Masco, enlarging on the work of Paul Edwards, writes that:
"the Cold War nuclear project enabled a new vision of the planet as an integrated biosphere [. . .] a new vision of the globe as an integrated political, technological and environmental space." 17 This begins to sound like a change of world view, which anticipated the images of the Earth from space. So, were the first whole Earth images just incidental pictures, afterward conscripted into the service of various versions of globalism and environmentalism? Or were they themselves products of scientific globalism, historically connected with the themes and discoveries that they were held to represent? Was there anything in the Cold War Earth sciences that corresponded to the holistic claims made about the Earth in the aftermath of those first photographs from space?
In short, we have to ask: What was whole about the whole Earth?
This chapter attempts a kind of high-altitude survey of planetary concepts and models in the Cold War Earth sciences, broadly defined, in four sections. Any account of the global Earth sciences has to begin with the International Geophysical Year (IGY) of 1957-8. This is followed by an overview of what seems (at least to this nonspecialist) to amount to an Earth sciences revolution, singling out geodesy, plate tectonics, and atmospheric science. Thirdly, attention shifts to the related fields of cybernetics, systems theory, and ecology. Here, it is argued, there occurred the key development in scientific whole Earth thinking: the convergence of biological and nonbiological models. This leads into a fourth section on James Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis, which related to and anticipated both orthodox planetary science and the first pictures of the Earth from space. Like a space-age version of Newton's windfall apple, the image of the whole Earth fell ripe from orbit in full view of a scientific public ready to receive it.
The International Geophysical Year
Geophysics has been described as "the area of science in which the whole Earth is the laboratory and nature conducts the experiments," and the IGY was presented as "the world studying itself." 18 Experiments were conducted on a global scale to explore the electromagnetic radiation in the atmosphere, the solar storms through which the planet occasionally passed, the cosmic rays reaching the surface, the temperature, pressure, and chemical composition of the atmosphere, the global circulation of both atmospheric and ocean currents, the dynamics of the "energy balance" as the Earth simultaneously absorbed and radiated solar heat, the topography and seismology of the sea bed, and the extent and nature of the polar ice caps. The now-global phenomenon of nuclear fallout was studied from a planet-wide network of monitoring stations.
Through its sheer scale, the IGY fostered an understanding of the Earth as a set of integrated systems. 19 As yet there was no camera stationed beyond the atmosphere but several "world days"
of simultaneous observation offered what amounted to "a snapshot of the Earth." 20 It would be a mistake to project back onto the IGY a whole Earth concept which was developed later. It took place at a period when understanding of the Earth was most commonly associated with surveillance, exploitation, and control, and when the despoliation of the global environment was decisively accelerating, a phenomenon that has been diagnosed as "1950s
syndrome." There were proposals to use atomic explosions to dig a new Panama Canal, melt the arctic icecap, and destroy the newly discovered van Allen belts. 21 When a stratospheric nuclear test did seriously disrupt the Earth's electromagnetic field, the New York Times science correspondent welcomed it as "an intellectual triumph . . . an experiment that enveloped almost the entire planet." 22 The IGY project had a contentious Cold War history, which belied its idealistic aspirations. Even its global icon, which incorporated zones of both day and night, seemed to mirror the divided world in which it took place. 23 Yet, as so often during the Cold War, divisive forces generated unifying visions which acquired a life of their own. President Eisenhower's promotion of the IGY as "a striking example of the opportunities which exist for cooperative action among the peoples of the world" may have been a maneuver in the Cold War but it drew upon a widespread ideal that science could provide "the common language of mankind." One of the IGY's most important consequences was the 1961 Antarctic Treaty, which (albeit for geopolitical reasons) suspended national claims to sovereignty and declared the continent an international reservation for science. 24 The Antarctic Thus it was that during a formative period for the Earth sciences NASA suffered from institutional Earth blindness, only occasionally disturbed by second thoughts. This helps to account for the space agency's notable lack of preparation for the first views of Earth from space, and the sense of incongruity and surprise that accompanied their arrival. But while NASA turned its corporate back on the Earth, advances in the Earth sciences in several fields were constructing models of the planet which meant that, ironically, other parts of the scientific community were better prepared than the space agency for the sight of the whole Earth.
The Earth Sciences Revolution
During the 1950s and 1960s the physical Earth sciences were expanding their observations and models to a global scale, putting together large-scale observations and measurements to develop an understanding of the Earth's systems on a planetary level on the back of military programs.
This section will survey three such fields: geodesy, plate tectonics, and meteorology and climate.
In the 1960s one lesser-known discipline provided an unseen image of the Earth:
geodesy, the exact measurement of the shape of the planet, or geoid. This was, according to its historian John Cloud, a planetary enterprise that provided "one of the most important intellectual achievements of the Cold War." 31 Geodesy had become a pressing practical problem with the advent of long-range ballistic missile. The hoard of maps seized from Germany at then end of the war had revealed discrepancies of hundreds of meters between national maps prepared from different reference points-enough to make a decisive difference in the targeting of long-range missiles, as the V-2 program had discovered to its cost. The problem was that the Earth's shape was neither a globe nor even regular, as assumed by cartographers, owing to the combination of the flattened shape caused by the planet's rotation and the irregular distribution of land masses. The exact shape was difficult to measure since conventional methods relied upon gravity, whose force varied with the radius of the Earth. The relationship between gravity and radius, however, was not constant, varying in its turn according to the mass and density of the Earth at the point of measurement.
Ingenious attempts to measure the shape of the Earth independently of gravity by taking highly accurate photographs of the stars in relation to the Moon and the Earth had not quite come off. 32 The coming of the satellite made it possible to measure the geoid independently of gravity.
The image of the geoid remained invisible partly because it was constructed from a variety of nonvisual data and partly because it was obtained through the US Department of were soon to follow. 33 The accurate reconstruction of the geoid was significant for the whole Earth in another way for, writes Cloud, it involved "a great re-convergence of the now disparate disciplines of astronomy, geodesy, geography, geology, cartography, photogrammetry, and geophysics." The processes behind this clandestine development of an invisible image of the Earth thus paralleled the convergence of the Earth sciences happening elsewhere. 34 Geodetic measurements were also important for the manned space program. As Cloud puts it, nicely reversing the more familiar Earthrise story, "reaching the Moon required first discerning the Earth." 35 For geologists the Earth came to life in the 1960s as a synthesis of work in geology, seismology, oceanography, vulcanology, and studies of the Earth's magnetic field came together in the discipline of plate tectonics. Ever since Lyell, the orthodoxy had been that geological processes were extremely gradual. The continents were essentially static, modified incrementally over eons by slow processes such as upheaval, sedimentation, and erosion, with limited local assistance from earthquakes and volcanoes. Lyell's views in turn conditioned Darwin's model of evolution as a steady accumulation of small variations, although it is worth noting that Darwin, having experienced earthquakes, found himself "impressed with the never-ceasing mutability of the crust of this our world." 36 In the late nineteenth century the Swiss geologist Eduard Suess, impressed by the evidence for rapid geological upheavals, had challenged but not dented the static Earth orthodoxy. The early twentieth-century German meteorologist Alfred Wegener had put forward a theory of continental drift, but in the absence of a plausible mechanism or even a coherent set of measurements his ideas were widely rejected. 37 After World War II the US Navy became the major patron of oceanography, transporting scientists around the world's oceans to develop new technologies of measurement. Deep-sea topography mapped the boundaries of the continental shelves, which revealed a much better fit between continents than the visible coastlines. Investigations of the ocean floor revealed a "world-girdling" system of ocean ridges and rifts ripe for further exploration during the IGY. 38 Surveys of thermoclines, prompted by the need to understand how they altered sonar signals, yielded evidence of high heat flow in geologically significant patterns: at the mid-ocean ridges new rock was emerging as magma. 39 Meanwhile the World-Wide Seismography project, designed to detect underground nuclear tests and to distinguish them from earthquakes, provided a kind of x-ray of the Earth. It revealed that earthquakes were clustered along the boundaries where continental plates slowly moved under or past each other. 40 The final piece in the jigsaw was provided by studies of the magnetism of the ocean floor, arising from the military need for accurate magnetic navigation. This revealed barcode-style patterns of magnetic stripes imprinted on the emerging magma as it solidified, evidence of successive reversals of the Earth's magnetic poles. This calibrated the spreading sea floor over time and enabled mobile plate boundaries to be matched and mapped. Through a series of international conferences and high-profile discoveries in the years 1962-66 there emerged a unified account of plate tectonics, amounting, in the words of one participant, to a "revolution in Earth science." 41 In a related development, the US Navy's investigations into deep-sea listening posts led to the discovery of deep ocean vents and of new forms of life based on chemosynthesis rather than photosynthesis; undersea geology was connecting with the life sciences. 42 The dynamic view of the Earth's geology was associated with visual thinking. Eduard Suess in his 1885 book The Face of the Earth had imagined the Earth as it appeared to a visitor from space, "pushing aside the belts of red-brown clouds which obscure our atmosphere, to gaze for a whole day on the surface of the Earth as it rotates beneath him". 43 Richard Fortey comments that with seismic mapping of the ocean floor "it was possible to look at the whole Earth for the first time". In October 1967, just as the first color satellite photographs of the whole Earth were appearing, National Geographic began publishing a series of color maps of the ocean floors, crafted to show rifts and mountain ranges, continental shelves, and mid-ocean ridges. Widely used in schools and colleges, such maps conveyed a sense of the planet as a single geological entity. 44 When in the early 1970s the cell biologist Lewis Thomas put into words his response to the first whole Earth photos, he had plate tectonics very much in mind: "If you had been looking for a very long, geologic time, you could have seen the continents themselves in motion, drifting apart on their crustal plates, held aloft by the fire beneath. It has the organized, self-contained look of a live creature, full of information, marvelously skilled in handling the sun". 45 Even more than studies of continental plates and oceans, study of the atmosphere involved global model-building. In the late 1940s the head of the US Weather Bureau Harry
Wexler had given a contract to the Lowell Observatory to try and understand the general circulation of the atmospheres of Mars and Venus, but astronomers were not able to see well enough. 46 The IGY of 1957-8, wrote Walter Sullivan, had brought an awareness that the planet was surrounded by a single "ocean of air . . . one great, mobile reservoir covering two-thirds of the globe and carrying, within its deep, slow currents, the seeds of latent climate change that might destroy existing civilizations and make possible new ones." The comment now appears
prophetic, but at the time studies of the atmosphere were driven primarily by meteorology and the desire for better weather forecasting. As Sebastian Grevsmühl shows in this volume (chapter system." This, however, was a complex process mediated by layer upon layer of data processing and modeling procedures; there was no sudden rise in awareness. 48 While the work of meteorologists involved some of the first truly global datasets, they were using global tools for local purposes; even when instrumental in securing photographs of the whole Earth from space they were unable to see the Earth for the clouds. and political activity which followed. 52 In the end, as Edwards puts it: "meteorology was only one part of a larger project in constructing a global panopticon." 53 Thus, idealized models of the Earth first developed for meteorology soon became bound up with the emergence of concerns about the planetary environment as a whole. These concerns were inspired in part by the first views of the Earth from space, and they fostered an interdisciplinary understanding of the planetary climate.
Ecology and Ecosystems
An image of Earthrise from the Moon formed the frontispiece the 1971 edition of Eugene P.
Odum's foundational textbook Fundamentals of Ecology. It was described in the caption as a photograph of Earth at "the biosphere level." Odum, described by Joel Hagen as "the philosophical leader of modern ecosystem ecology," liked to compare the Earth to a space capsule, in that the inhabitants of both were part of a closed ecosystem, mutually dependent upon each other and upon their environment in order to survive. The parallel had occurred to him when the Apollo 13 accident, which left three astronauts struggling for survival as they gazed down upon their own receding planet, occurred around the time of the first Earth Day in 1970.
As the astronauts urgently tried to understand what had gone wrong with the space capsule in order to save it, Odum mused that the situation was not so different on Spaceship Earth: "Our global life-support system that provides air, water, food and power is being stressed by pollution, poor management, and population pressure." He kept a poster of the Apollo 8 Earthrise on his study wall. 54 For Odum in 1971 ecology entailed both the study of the interacting forces at work within and between species in nature and a philosophical commitment to the principles of group selection and "coevolution" (or "reciprocal selection"). As Odum emphasized in his preface, "the holistic approach and ecosystems theory [. . .] are now matters of world-wide concern," applicable to human survival and environmental stability as well as to understanding of the natural world. 
The founding text of systems theory was Norbert Wiener's Cybernetics, or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine (1948). As its title suggests, Wiener ranged
across the disciplines, developing his principles through work on problems as apparently diverse as antiaircraft fire, the physiology of the heart, and computing, to arrive at a general science of control. Wiener's key concept was "feedback," the means by which a movement in one variable triggers compensating movements in other variables and even in other linked systems.
Applicable to systems of any kind, mechanical, biological, or social, Wiener's work generated insights in just about every area of scientific and intellectual endeavor. The dust jacket advertised the book as "a study of vital importance to psychologists, physiologists, electrical engineers, radio engineers, sociologists, philosophers, mathematicians, anthropologists, psychiatrists and physicists," and so it proved to be. 56 Cybernetics was the most prominent product of a series of 10 conferences on the subject held in New York between 1946 and 1951, which attracted many leading thinkers in the natural and social sciences eager to be involved with what was proclaimed as "one of the major transitions or upheavals in the history of ideas." They ranged from associates of the RAND Corporation seeking in systems theory a "complete science of warfare," such as John von Neumann, who was in the process of developing game theory into the mathematics of Armageddon, to the anthropologist Gregory Bateson, who was seeking to put together a social science equivalent of the Manhattan project in order to discern the deeper causes of conflict and so avert atomic warfare. 57 The processing and transmission of signals, which was the concern of cybernetics, was also fundamental in the development of Cold War surveillance networks. 59 By later standards the techniques now appear crude and simplistic, modeling human activity with the environment appearing simply as a resource constraint. The significance of these exercises in world modeling was that they sought to demonstrate the interaction of science and technology with politics, society, economy, and the environment, and that they popularized an integrated mode of thinking about global developments. They were developed and publicized in parallel with the development of similar modes of thinking in the Earth sciences, and with the appearance of images of the Earth from space which showed, as no model could, that the Earth was indeed both whole and limited.
Systems theory was also a resource for ecologists, whose discipline had run into trouble. cybernetics: "The flow of energy through a system acts to organize that system." 68 When Lewis
Thomas reflected upon the image of the Earth from space, he too used the language of systems:
The most beautiful object I have ever seen in a photograph, in all my life, is the planet Earth seen from the distance of the moon, hanging there in space, obviously alive.
Although it seems at first glance to be made up of innumerable separate species of living things, on closer examination every one of its working parts, including us, is interdependently connected to all the other working parts. It is, to put it one way, the only truly closed ecosystem any of us know about. To put it another way, it is an organism. 69 All these observations came from biologists. The suggestion that the Earth's complex systems were analogous to a living thing was, however, most fully set out by James Lovelock, an engineer and physical scientist, and it is to this larger vision that we now turn. Venusian atmospheres from ground-based radio telescope came through, showing that both were overwhelmingly dominated by carbon dioxide (see Figure 10 .2).
The Gaia Hypothesis
[ figure 10 .2 approximately here] "I knew instantly that Mars was lifeless," recalled Lovelock. "It was an equilibrium atmosphere."
He immediately switched viewpoints to ask himself how Earth's complex atmosphere could also remain stable.
It came to me suddenly, just like a flash of enlightenment, that to persist and keep stable, something must be regulating the atmosphere and so keeping it at its constant composition. Moreover, if most of the gases came from living organisms, then life at the surface must be doing the regulation.
Afterwards Carl Sagan told him that the Sun was thought to have been some 30 percent less luminous early in the life of the Earth than it was now, yet Lovelock also knew that there had been no corresponding long-term rise in the temperature of the Earth.
Suddenly the image of the Earth as a living organism able to regulate its temperature and chemistry at a comfortable steady state emerged in my mind. Lovelock presented a speculative graph of oscillations of planetary temperature over the past 100,000 years and suggested that a "hypothetical planetary engineer would probably recognize this as a chart of the behavior of an unstable control system in which instability had developed leading to oscillation yet control had not failed altogether." 81 The Gaia hypothesis broke scientific ground in several ways. First, it fostered a convergence of the physical and biological sciences. Second, the Gaia hypothesis represented the ultimate application of system theory and cybernetics. Gaia was not at first the living planet but the homeostatic planet. At the formative period Lovelock was not aware of Vladimir Vernadsky's 1926 organicist work The Biosphere, with its claim that "life is a geological force."
The Russian practice of integrating the study of geology, chemistry and biology -'biogeochemistry' -was rooted in the study of particular environments and lacked the capacity to travel which the language of systems would have allowed it. When Lovelock was eventually introduced to this work he commented that Vernadsky "did not seem to have a feeling for system science." 82 Gaia was particularly strongly attacked by evolutionists, led by Richard Dawkins, for the concept of a single collective organism managing its own evolution appeared to violate the basic principles of natural selection. 83 Among life scientists, felt Lovelock, only Eugene Odum "understood that an ecosystem is a deterministic feedback system," reflecting Lovelock's understanding that "Gaia is the ecosystem of the Earth." Thirdly, Lovelock's work married the perspectives of ecology with those of planetary science, allied to a shift of time scale from the historical to the astronomical. Gaia, in the words of Donald Worster, was "how things look to the cosmic eyeball"-that is, in time as well as space. 84 The serendipitous appearance of the first photographs of the Earth from space helped to propagate this mode of whole Earth thinking to a global public just as the environmentalist renaissance took off. But Lovelock (a visual thinker affected by dyslexia) had already achieved his insights imaginatively, without the aid of pictures from space.
By the 1980s, notwithstanding considerable scientific hostility to the full-blown Gaia hypothesis, the view that life played a role in forming the physical Earth had become orthodox. 
